Salt & Watercolor Bonsai
Summary
Students will see what happens when you add salt to wet watercolor paint. This lesson addresses the art
element of texture using the science of chemical reaction.

What You Need:
●

Paper

●

Cups of Water

●

Table salt

●

Watercolor Paints

●

Paintbrushes

What You Do:
1. Start by asking students to define the word “texture”. Have them describe the texture of their
clothes. Write down the words they use to describe textures.
2. Explain how texture can be visual. Look at trees in the museum that have different textures. Have
students describe the textures they see.
3. Demonstrate the technique you are asking the children to learn. Make a picture of a tree using
watercolors. The tree has little texture and looks pretty flat.
4. Lightly sprinkle salt on the picture while it is still wet. Watch the texture increase as the salt
absorbs the water around it but leaves the pigment behind. This takes just a few minutes. The
chemical reaction leaves light spots where the salt grains landed.
5. Ask the students to describe how the salt added texture to the tree. The tree will seem to have
bark and leaves as a result.
6. Encourage the students to create their own trees. Emphasize that they may wish to paint in steps
since the salt MUST be added while the paint is still wet. Tell the students they must allow the
picture to dry completely before attempting to brush off the salt.
NOTE: It is important to explain to students how the salt affects the paint. You may with to emphasize the
idea that salt absorbs water by asking students how they feel after eating very salty chips or popcorn.
They get thirsty because the salt absorbs the water in their bodies just like it absorbs the water in their
paintings.
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